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GREAT SIGNIFICANCE CF FACTöRX-OFERATED S3?AH.K«TIK3 SCHOOLS IN 

COMTNIST CHINA 
: 

following is a translation'of an article -by T*ab Iii-chia 
.in the Chinese-Language newspaper' Kung-jen <Jih-pgo    '-'-..: 

(Woi-kers" Daily), Peiping, 31 May 1S>6*0," page 3]7"~ 

Editor's note: Nwttiring the manpower of socialist construc- 
tion in a much, fast, good, and economical manner is the main •  ' 
mission of workers1 spare-time educsation« The progressive, 
colleotivist Chfwn»hsi Machinery Factory of Tsal «yuan city, Shensl 
Province, represented at the cvsrrent all»China conferehceof '  ^r 

cultural and educational heroes, has 3ust trained its first group 
of college«graduate teclmician3 by spare»time edneätionri We 
invited Trao Lu-chia, First Secretary of the Shansi Provincial 
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, to write an article 
for the consideration of the education workers of factories and- 
mines everywhereB      ■ :r.:x:\:::-,.,... .;-■'-.•'• 

Can our factories, mine«, and enterprises operate spare-time 
schools and half-work half-study schools and can the spare-time 
schools, and half«work half-study schools train working class 
intellectuals at high speed and with good quality? This is the : 

pressing question presented to uä "by the high-speed•development 
of our country*s socialist construction« 

Factor-operated schools are by no means a new thing to uSo 
Many factories, mines, and enterprises since the libsration have 
provided full-time primary schools for children of workers;, spar a» 
time literacy schools for workers, spare-time primary schools for 
worker's, full-time or half-work half-study industrial schools and 
secondary technical schools, etce But, the concept of factory« 
operated schools has developed from the narrow, old concept with 
many limitations to the new concept where factories are also school; 
and at the same time that factories are producing material goods, 
they also must nurture; the new Communist manj this is a product 
of the big .leap forward of 1958. Since that time, with two year!« 
of practicolevidence, these factories> mines,'and enterprises cf-^ 
not only operate spare-time primary schools and spare-time or-half«' 
'wc:?k half-study secondary schools, but also can operate spare-»tin« 
or half -work h,-lf -study schools of higher learning«. Moreover,'?; 
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portion of the large scale factories, mines, and enterprises have 
established a full time educational system from primary school through 
college« The successful experiences of T»ai-yuanss Chin-hsi 
Machinery Factory and of many other progressive faotori.es, mines, 
and enterprises prove that spare-time schools and half «work half- 
study schools, from low level to high level and operated by factories., 
mines, and enterprises, can train working class intellectuals vitn 
high speed and with good quality. From this it can be seen thai- 
operation of schools by factories has already advanced to a new 
stage of development,, It can also be said that it has become an 
important element in the cultural revolution campaign currently in 
progress in onr country» It is very evident that operation of 
various kinds of schools by the factories, mines, and enterprises 
suits the natural trend of the high-speed development of socialist 
construction in our country o 

Do the leadership cadre of the factories, mines, and enterprises 
have a correct knowledge of the natural trend of factories for 
operating schools? Noc We need only to conscientiously make some 
comparisons and analyses to see that the actual situation is this: 
the" majority of leadership cadre display great enthuoiam and progressive 
policies ao the results are greatj a small portion of the leadership 
cadre are sometimes warm and sometimec cold, so the results are not- 
large | and there also are a few leadership cadre who have not even 
placed the matter on their agendas yet0 Obviously it cannot be 
said of the latter two types that they have a correct knowledge o- 
this import&at matter of factories operating schools» They still 
harbor the attitude of sceptics of neo-scepticoo According to 
their views, factories can operate schools only in a smajl way«^ 
not in a big way* What is their reasoning? Undoubtedly it is th-v.- 
operating schools in a big way will impede production, that teat.:::/): :: 
are lacking for operating schools, and that teaching materials aro 
lacking for operating schools, so their conclusion is that progress 
will be slow and quality low (the gain will not make up for the 
lo3s), etc» In short, confronting them is a heap of insoluable 
difficulties» Actually, it is only necessary to look at the living 
reality of the Chin^hsi Machinery Factory to see that their pospi^.'i - 
tic sentiment fully reflects the lazy, cowardly viewpoint. 

The Cliin-hsi Machinery Factory started operating spare-time 
schools in a big way in 1956e   In the mere 3-U years up to the 
present a leaping change has occurred in the culture and spirit 
of all the workers of the factory0 Now this factory truly h£»3 fc-sonie 
a factory which also is a schools About 90%  of its workers are 
studying the various levels and kiad-9 of schools- The various 
kindj< of schools ares spare-time primary schoo?.s, secondary schools, 
and colleges* "^alf-work half-stuöj secondary technical school .'arl 



industrial institutes«, Also there is a full-time secondary teehrdtfaX 
sehoolv Up to the present, 306 workers have;graduated from the spaxs« 
time lower secondary school, 137 from the.'spave-time upper secondary 
school and the half-work half "Study secondary technical s?;hool0 
There are Slj. graduates of the spare-time and half-work hal^otudy v, , 
college (equal to rtk%  of the total number of graduate of colleges 
and special schools assigned to this factory by the nation during 
the past ten years)0 Among the workers of the factory there are 
no illiterates, the primary school graduates have increased from 
32$ of the workers before 1956 to 1#S, graduates, of lower sefcondesy 
and upper secondary schools from Ifljf before 1?£6 to $0%,  and college 
graduates rose from 2% to 8#0 Moreover, about 90% of the factored 
workers organised U80 small study groups to study the works of Mao 
Tse-tuhgj also a theoretical lecture group was set up with over 
hOO workers participating« It can be seen that they not only 
emphasiaed heavily the cultural and technical studies, but at ' 
the same time also place great weight on the study of political 
theory» Wiat is especially stimulating is the fact that the - 
industrial institute set up by this factory in 1958 turned out its 
first group of graduates totaling. hö - persons during May of this  ;• 
yeara   Aside from 12 technicians with a cornmensurate cultural leval;: 
all the reamining persons were production workerffc Of these, tea 
persons (all older workers with more than ten years of experience 
in industry) were completely illiterate before 1953? After abcu* 
six years 'Of spare-time schooling, these tan basically attained tha.' 
cultural level of upper secondary school graduates, and after 
studying at the industrial institute one year and eight months 

- on a half-work half-study basis and the last three months freed 
from work — that is, half of the time period of full-time collie 

■— they attained a standard equally as good as that of full-tine ^ 
college graduates0 There was not the slightest bit of inferiori'v 
in their graduation essays and graduate plans as*compared to 'those 
of the full-time college graduates. Moreover their ability to 
solve production problems involving sciBtice and technology far  - 
sm-passes" that of" ordinary collegestudents i; The example set by 
these ten older workers is a great inspiration for the remaining 
workers who are illiterate, -semi-illiterate, and whose cultural 
level is not too high0 People will naturally ask, since these woiS^rs 
were able to climb the peak to scientific and cultural knowledge : 
as quickly as this, why can51 others in similar circärstances or 
even better circumstances do this? At the same.time the example 
of these ten older workers is a gx-eat inspiration to the cadre of 
the factories? mines, and enterprises? Because of them it is 
acknowledged that gradually making higher education univereal in 
factori.es, mines, and enterprises is by ho means the mystery it ; 

seeirs to simple persons, nor is it unattainable«' At presents  ix*. 
the spare-time college and half-work half-study' college set up 'at ... 
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with a total of more than 800 studentso_And they » * 
plan whereby beginning with the 3.ast half^of this J^™J     leV8l 

strive to universalize the loser se^^4°^^onal level in 
in one year, to universalize ^ j»!^'6^years.   This 
three years, and college educational leve.u iu eeven yf-f3 

mS Ihat oy 1966, over 80j of the present «^"J^1^ 
college or will have graduatedfrom^college, ■ lfecan to ? 
their plan is capable of fulfillment, and by no means ~s 
wishful thinking <> 

m the -A*. *■» ^ ^«i^afr^rsSi 
of the sceptics and nso-scepta.es that if factories opt* 
the progress will be slow and the quality lowo 

Wb the operation of schools* ^£^f£^c^ 
production?   The evidence of the ^^ ^g^Ses does not 
lust the contrary»   Operation of schools by factories «^n   h 
Spede production, but greatly expedites prod.^^ap^

g^^ 
30 successive months since November 1957, ^J. ^"SSS that f.icv 
month after month and quarter after quarter shows clearg tnax x 
Save merged the surge of the ^^J^^^^^^ 
technical innovations and technical revol^?^° °** Zl witho.,0 
stream«   So the creations and i^ntio^rfJ^/S inventiSs, 
end.   Not only are there more and mere <*eat±0™4

a™.l*V:™^'cr 
bu? also thei? quality is higher ^^'Jfeing «^«^- °~ 
this graduating class of the ^^.""^LS^ of Äc*3. 
during the period they were ^^^^^^^^t,^ 
innovations «ere submitted and 2^2 have alrea°yjf™ /r* 
Tte implementation of these suggestions increased productic>    ^ 

efficiency several dozen ^^^f^^^^^^^ 
thousand times.    On the eve of their gradu^ion, £WJ™° 
very valuable graduation plans   ■g^^ ££ Äen 
already been carried out.   From this i- c?*™*c 8 in brcadened 
the scientific and cultural level of the working ^ se s»       , 
and elevated they will take on the wings of^tig^J^* 
supernatural powers in the campaign fo* ^^^^labor trodup- 
Sereby will unceasingly bring about ever-increasing labor juod*. 
tivityc   How can there by any doubt of this/ 

isn't there some way to overcon* the ^f^^^lf3 

j it„i, nf tparhprs in the operation of schools by iac^orie..<    J..U. 

S Stef orÄnfmalrlLs and 1^^tÄS£ 
the Chin-hsi Machinery Factory in no better than tjaJ * ^* 
factoSeSo    :cn the course of operating schools, they defin-e.,; 

e: .gi.» 
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ran into these difficulties.-. Of course, they ^d>f *0WJ5 thaBe 

SieStues, but adopted, a.brave, ^olutio^ *Wj, «J^. 
conquered these difficulties one by one and step >y steK wnixe 

re?Sng the education system, curricula, •^^^1^ tSso iho ■ 
and teaching methods, they encountered opposition fron ™°|o *no 
have the educational outlook of the bourgeoisie, j^°fffflf ^^ 
spread various fallacious reasonings, sucn as "sPff ^^b^ 
and halftone half-study schools must be run as the gdln^^ 
time schools are run in order to be considered »galar,.;. J^Z- 
Se bitten by authorities and must not *e 'hanged« «£ teach_ 
principle is law, it is sacred and must not *^e«^>* 
In short, they put on the appearance of »experts» £ «f^g**1*0 

They so not dare to take a step away from the eto*** jfZ^ , 
curricula, teaching materials and teaching methods "™£^°"  .. 
poeticality and divorced from production ^^^^^^1^ 
the bourgeoisieo The industrial «asses have criticized tM.s 
bourgeoJ viewpoint sharply» The masses say, ^J«-«£ 1 
followed the traditional pattern, adults would stM^^e 

books, and the curricula would be excessive, progress slow,«£ 
useless, and study wotild never be completed," The ^i^hsi iiaaun.r; 
Faetroy relied on the struggle between the two »?** ™J*' vh3r, 
fast, good, economical and little/slow, poor, and.<*£*&">  *Jir'-. 
was initiated by the industrial masses«, As for.the educational^ 
system, curricula, teaching materials, and teaching ^^O^ ^ 
adopted the spirit of unceasing revolution and the work "^ ^ 
the mass line in accordance vdth the necessity for *J^"°*^£. 
schools to match production, to relate to re^ g*£°£*p  — 
characteristics of adults? they brave3.y undertook all kinds a. 
attempts at reform. After this kind of brave attempt, they be^., 
to find the correct road of much, fast, good, and economical* 
Of course in practice this road requires continuous inspectxon» 
But, at present the set of education reform measures which t-ne, 
have adopted have already.'obtained excellent results^ Solxö . ^ 
evidence will finally get an acknovledgement of ffe^ *^™^/ 
who speak of little,, slow, poor, and expensive» ^sol^nfJn® 
problem of shortage of teachers, they similarly have adopted a 
revolutionary method» This;is to give weight to fosterxng and 
selecting teachers from among the laborers, aside from sele^xng 
a group of able specialists from the factory technicxans fo. 
LSng and engaging others from within and outside the factor- 
to work and teach, At present the number of ^«f».*? «g° „ 
have teaching responsibilities has reached more than 160, l&fi*. 
the" total number of persons who are combining work wi?h teaching<, 
They have been received enthusiastically by the students. The 
first laborer-teacher to take the podium, a fifth class elecvrxc,..;, 
-nioved the unanimous- praise of the students whan he explaxneu ■ 
theTrinciplo of electrical current induction and transformers :.v. 
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the physics class, because he has a ineasvre of culture, a wealth 
of practical knowledge, and also a familiarity with the minds and 
questions of the workers,. In the past, when many teachers from 
among the intellectuals explained these principles, the students 
expended much care and thought but the ideas did not get through.. 
From this it can be seen that since teachers can be drawn from 
the laboring masses the difficulties of the teacher shortage can 
be solved easilye Of course, those with the bourgeois outlook 
will not believe thi3 point0 Nevertheless, the facts at the 
Chin-hsi Machinery Factory are thu3» 

It should be pointed out that the trouble with sceptics 
and noo-sceptics in regard to the matter of factory-operated school:? 
lies in the fact that they don^t understand the great significance 
of factory-operated schools and the need for implementing educational 
reforms• What is the great significance, after all? The points 
presented below are the essentials in accordance with what has been 
stated above: 

First it is the basis for hastening the forward development 
of the high-3peed, high-quality campaign for technical revolutions;■ 
therefore it is an essential condition for guaranteeing the con- 
tinuing big leap forward of socialist constructiono Socialist ^ 
factories, mines, and enterprises should not only produce material. 
goods, but what is more important, must strive to nurture a new 
communist man» The quality of the man produced will directly 
affect and determine the material products. Therefore, only by 
universally and unceasingly raising people5s communist awareness 
and scientific and cultural level, can we realize successive big 
leaps forward in production during the long period of transition 
from socialist! to communism» 

Second, the factories, mines, and enterprises are the best- 
places for thoroughly implementing the policy put forth by the 
party's central committee to make education serve the politics 
of the proletariat and to combine education with productive labor« 
If only all the factories, mines, enterprises and all the people"« 
communes of cities and countries will operate schools and 
incea3ingly and correctly carry out education reforms, then the 
scientific and cultural levels and the level of Marxist-Ißninist 
theory among the vast masses of industrial and agricultural 
workers will leap forwardc We then also can greatly, quickly, vsll, 
and economically accomplish one of the main missions of the cultc.al 
revolution indicated by the party5s central committee,, namely, 
establish a large corps of working class intellectuals including 
a technical cadre corps (tbi3 is the most numerous)-, professors, 
instructors, scientist«, newsman, literate, artists, and a ccr-po 
of Marxist theorists- 
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Third, the decisions of"'-theparty's central committee concerning 
the establishment of people's communes.in agricultural villages 
pointed out that greatly raising the communist ideological awareness 
and moral fiber of the people, popularizing and elevating the 
people's education, and dispelling the distinction between mental 
labor and physical labor are what produce the fundamental conditions 
for the transition from socialism to communis» In accomplishing 
these objectives, it is very clear that reliance on the state- 
operated full-time schools is far from sufficient« Therefore, it 
is necessary to carry out the policy of ■running state schools along 

j   with the schools of factories, mines, and enterprises, and to run 
full-time schools along with half-work half-study schools, and 
this is the policy of walking on two legs« It should be seen that 

U   spare-time schooling has a great future} following the rise in 
industrial and agricultural production techniques, and following 
the development of industrial and agricultural production, the 
work period will be shortened and at this time there wiU. be no 
difference between spare-time schools and half-work half-study 
schools» The vigorous and extensive education offered by the 
development of spare-time schools and half «work half-study schools 
elevated the role of the political ideological level of the vast 
working massesj this is what the state-operated full-time schools 
cannot begin to do» It is very evident that if our educational 
field did not have this leg, we would be forced to admit that 
raising the communist ideological awareness and moral fiber of the 
people, popularizing and elevating the people's education, dispelling 
the distinction between mental labor and physical labor, that 
is to say the transition into the communist age, would be impossible«, 
Naturally, in order to dispell the distinction between physical 
labor and mental labor gradually it is also necessary to carry out 
the policy in full-time schools of operating industry and farms rcVKi 
a stipulated period during which the students will go to the peoples 
communes, factories, mines, and enterprises to particpate in 
physical labor. This policy is already being implemented every« 
where and the results obtained are becoming more and more apparent. 

From the above it can be realized that in being a warrior for 
Marxism-Leninism, if one does not see the great significance of 
the above, if one does not see that the operation of schools by 
factories, mines, enterprises, and people's communes is a great affsls 
of the party and the people, if we do not rely on all the party and 
all the people to operate various kinds of schools but instead place 
this burden on a few organizations, if we do not unceasingly and 
correctly carry out the educational reforms in accordance with tl^ 
policy of much, fast, good-, and economical., then we will inevitably 
coranit the error of right opportunism. 
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Over no years ago Marx and Engels pointed out in the "Communist 
Manifesto" the great theory of "combining education with material 
production»" At the end of the last century Lenin wrote: "If the 
youth do not unite education with productive labor, the ideal of 
the future society will not he realizedj if teaching and education 
is divorced from productive labor or productive labor is not carried 
out simultaneously with teaching and education, the height required 
by the level of modern technology will not be reached« ArenH us, 
right now, putting this great ideal of Marx, Engles, and Lenian 
into effect a thousand li per day under the glorious brilliance of 
Mao Tse-tung»s ideology,, and making it a vital, living, actuality? 

S$9$ - END - 
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